Furnas drum switch wiring diagram

Its not been a huge rush bc the main. Looking for dayton maintained reversing plastic drum
switch 2 pole nema rating 1 2x Dayton drum switch wiring diagram. I am less than skilled with
this stuff and last time had an electrically inclined friend do the wiring for me. Fresh out of the
box along with a reversing drum switch 2x was the part number for the switch. How do i
accomplish this. I completed the rewiring and ran the test bypassing the drum switch. Could
you sent me the wiring sketch of the dayton 2x drum. It is connected to v single phase power on
a 30a breaker. To reverse an ac motor the starting winding have to be reversed and that is what
the drum switch does. I have a power onoff that turns off the power before the drum switch but i
dont like the 6 and l1 hot. The original motor was incredibly crusty and in all honesty a bit of a
fire hazard. It took me waaay too long to figure out how to do this but i reckon itll be worth it.
The motor is a 2hp baldor and brand new. Wiring of a 12 contact drum switch for forward and
reverse. Easy online ordering and next day delivery available with expert product support. The
image is the voltages through the six contact points on a dayton model 2xa drum switch on my
sb 16 lathe. There will be a bunch of schematics with the switch. Would anybody happen to
have a drawing of what goes where. So i bought a dayton 2xa drum switch and see that my
motor only has two do not use any generic drum switch wiring diagram as drum switches are.
Or some such thing. There are six wires coming from the motor as follows t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6t8.
Does the wiring in this post correspond to the dayton. Dayton drum switch wiring diagram mar
29 Graingers got your back. South bend lathe. Im trying to wire a dayton 2xa drum switch
foward and reverse. Like the title says im in need of some assistance wiring this new used
motor to a drum switch for a new bench top lathe i received. How to wire drum switch for
reversing single phase 14hp v motor. Some where is a wiring schematic of the motor hookup if
not a note that says to reverse rotation move black wire to l1 and 4 wire to t. That is the key to
making it work. I was given a dayton 5kb motor. The motor is a 1 hp volt single phase general
purpose. Drum Switch Types Youtube. Forward Reverse Switch Wiring Diagram. Drum Switch
Wiring v. Post a Comment Note: Only a member of this blog may post a comment. I am
completely ignorant of electricity and drum switches for that matter. Share this post. Post a
Comment. Newer Post Older Post Home. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah
Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. Furnas Drum Switch
Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified okay pictorial representation of an electrical
circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the capacity and signal
friends amongst the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives instruction virtually the relative
face and pact of devices and terminals on the devices, to back in building or servicing the
device. A pictorial diagram would play in more detail of the creature appearance, whereas a
wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to play up interconnections higher than monster
appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to make certain that
every the friends have been made and that all is present. Architectural wiring diagrams law the
approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and remaining electrical
facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where
particular receptacles or fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use okay
symbols for wiring devices, usually alternating from those used upon schematic diagrams. The
electrical symbols not lonely perform where something is to be installed, but with what type of
device is monster installed. For example, a surface ceiling lively is shown by one symbol, a
recessed ceiling blithe has a every second symbol, and a surface fluorescent light has
complementary symbol. Each type of switch has a alternative symbol and for that reason pull
off the various outlets. There are symbols that enactment the location of smoke detectors, the
doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical
inspection authority to espouse association of the dwelling to the public electrical supply
system. Wiring diagrams will as well as tally up panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards,
and riser diagrams for special services such as fire alarm or closed circuit television or other
special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function
properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security
features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that
may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect
user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with
this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are
essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies
that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in

your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary
Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Sure, ad-blocking software does a great job at
blocking ads, but it also blocks useful features of our website. For the best site experience
please disable your AdBlocker. Home What's new Latest activity Authors. Photo Gallery New
media New comments. Downloads Latest reviews. Groups Public Events. Log in Register.
What's new. New posts. What's new New media New media comments New downloads Latest
activity. Log in. Install the app. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable
JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not
display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser.
Joined May 12, Messages I am new to this forum so I hope this is the correct place for this
question. I am needing some wiring help! I have a old 10" atlas lathe that I got back in as a
basket case that's what is normal in my price range I put it back together but wired switch
wrong , it ONLY ran in reverse which has been fine for the most part for what I normally use it
for but now once again I need forward and reverse. I tried testing each post of the switch with
meter to see where power transfer in each F-N-R and marked them on my wiring diagram. I
double checked the motor wiring data plate - everything ok. Next I changed two wires in switch
see attached diagram label re-wired an I have F-N-R now I quickly put it back together and while
I had help here moved the lathe back into its corner spot ready to start working a project the
next day. Now when I put it in reverse it runs great , but forward it hummmmmsss I can start
spinning material by hand to get it running in forward so I thought bad capacitor BUT as soon
as I start cutting or putting load on it the motor bogs down and starts to smoke I don't think a
bad capacitor would make the motor bog down an smoke. Of course I stopped and have been
back online researching again. Oh ya Reverse position still runs fine no smoke ,no bogging
down, no problem starting, issue is ONLY with forward position At this point I am pretty sure I
wired the switch wrong , however the word Confused doesn't even begin to explain how I feel ,
the last time I had this big of a headache was when I got rid of my Exwife in 98! I hope there is
enough info here that someone can say hey stupid hook the orange wire to number X, green to
number XX,white to number XXX and black to number xxxx I will attach my wiring diagram an
some pictures for reference in case I left any info out. Lathe Atlas 10" 48" bed , v single
Capacitor motor six wire out of the back , Furnas round drum switch model LC no factory wiring
diagram. Joined Mar 3, Messages 1, I'm assuming you want to run this motor on Your motor has
6 wires. Yellow, Black, Red, Green, 1 and 2 The colors may be difficult to identify on these old
but good motors. Green and Red should be connected together. We will call this "GR" Black
and Yellow should be connected together. We will call this "BY" Does you switch have any
identifiers on the terminals? If yes are they 1, 2, 3, 4, A, B? If NO: It gets more complicated! Last
edited: May 12, Yes I want to run v, yes it is very hard to see the wire color I took pictures
because its easier for me to read the label I'll attach pictures some of the label is tore off but can
see 60 hzs and the long manufacture numbers Phillips 60P MFD which google says its just a
"starting" cap so I don't know if its my problem with motor bogging down in forward but I'm
going to search ebay an get a new capacitor just in case. I just noticed your "edit comment" I
will go try swapping the orange and green wires in a little bit an see what happens edit; actual I
have to wait until the new capacitor gets here an installed before trying the wires , if its a
centrifugal switch in the motor I'll have to google and see if that's something I can replace or if I
have to take it somewhere. Last edited: May 14, The original capacitor for that motor would have
been MFD not I don't think that is your problem but if you look for a new capacitor it should be
someplace close to that range. I'll just use that one. I watched some videos changing the switch
looks like something I can do if needed. I was looking for a centrifugal switch for this walker
Turner motor so I cold order it an have it here if I needed it , but I don't seem to be finding much
info n how to order the right part for this motor Finding a replacement centrifugal switch for
those old motors may be difficult. You can clean the contacts yourself but also check that
everything is free mechanically. The easiest way to verify that is to take it completely out of the
equation. Ok I'll try that after I get the new capacitor probably be late next week depending just
on how fast the mail is. I have my doubts about it being a bad switch as I just tested each post
with meter the other day to rewire it , but will try your above wiring test anyway just in case. I'll
try to get some help one day this week to move the lathe back out into the open where I can
work on the back side again. Below is their response and I think I am a little lost but more about
below Copy of email response: We don't have any literature for the Kingston Conley motors the parts are long obsolete. From the conditions described - it almost sounds like the starting
winding is not cutting out, and the motor will draw excess current in this condition leading to
overheating, breakdown of the winding insulation, and iminent short. The motor would not
smoke unless it was drawing current in excess of 2X it's normal rating. We do service and sell

these motors - but we do not sell parts. An Ameter will help diagnose this as root cause. I took
the whole motor and furnas switch wiring an all loose an put on shop workbench and began
cleaning an disassembling I am amazed an ashamed at the amount of dirt that came out of the
inside of the motor. I found a switch with points on the rear end cap that's looks like the
centrifugal switch in YouTube videos , I cleaned those points with grit sandpaper then check
with meter that I get good contact there. I also looked at the back half that has the spring an
rotating mass to the shaft-- appears good. Now on the front end cap I don't see any type of
switch??? NO signs of arcing or shorts internally on this motor that I can see If this motor is
pulling 2X current like he said to make it smoke I should see some type of arc location shouldn't
I?????? Since you have the motor apart you might as well replace the bearings. You should
double check yours before ordering. If they are original they are probably obsolete numbers but
should cross reference to something current. You must log in or register to reply here. It can
take up to an hour for ads to appear on the page. See our code implementation guide for more
details. If you already have Auto ad code on your pages there's no need to replace it with this
code. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you
logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of
cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. AdBlock Detected. We get it, advertisements are annoying! I've
Disabled AdBlock. Forum Rules. This website or its third-party tools process personal data e.
To learn more, please refer to the cookie policy. In case of sale of your personal information,
you may opt out by sending us an email via our Contact Us page. To find out more about the
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be used, please refer to our privacy policy. You accept the use of cookies or other identifiers by
closing or dismissing this notice, by scrolling this page, by clicking a link or button or by
continuing to browse otherwise. The latest industry newsâ€”straight to your inbox. Sign up for
our eNewsletter now to stay in-the-know. We'll bring you the most relevant peer-to-peer
conversations happening in the trade and tips and tricks to help you get the job done. Invalid
email. This is required. Login to Your Account. Remember Me? Register Forgot password?
What's New? Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to page: Results 1 to 20 of Thread: How to wire Furnas
drum switch to instant reverse motor. Thread Tools Show Printable Version. How to wire Furnas
drum switch to instant reverse motor Hey guys, been a while wince I've posted, and I'm not too
computer literate so bare with me. I'm not sure how instant reversing motors actually work- well
this one anyways, but my Furnas Style R RSB4 switch and lathe are vintage. Lathe is in great
shape, and I'd like to keep it original looking. The wiring diagram on motor shows 5 leads:
1,2,4,5,6. Capacitor is stuck in cover but looks like it has maybe a relay in it? It has 2 leads, and
a smaller white ceramic block from what I can see. The motor diagram says L1 goes straight
thru to terminal 1, and L2 goes to terminal 2. I don't know if this Inst-O-Verse motor is a new
design and will work at all since it appears like a new design? Does anyone have any ideas or
know if I'm just wasting my time with this? I can't find any real help anywhere else on this
motor, and as far as instant reverse motors go, some say 6 terminal drums are perfect while
others say 9 poles are necessary. This won't be any help, just a caution. Read any print. I've
seen drum switches that warn; not for instant reverse motors". Unfortunately I know nothing
about this type of motor. There are no cautions from I can read but thanks for the cautious
advice. I scanned my original wiring instructions of my South Bend 9 inch. Hope this helps you
sort it out This isn't a furnas switch is it? I can't print this for some reason and the type is too
small to read here from my office computer. Will give it another try from home when I get off.
Thanks for the scan though!!! But in trying to describe the switch, it has 3 pairs of contacts on
the label, in and FWD each each pair side by side is connected. In Rev, the top pair is
connected, but the bottom two are connected to the ones in the middle. Does that make any
sence at all? Higher Resolution piniongear was kind enough to forward me his original scans plenty of resolution to zoom in and see detail. Originally Posted by sceason. I can't thank you
guys enough! And can't wait to get home and start trying to wire this up again. I really want to
use this specific motor for several reasons, not to mention the headache of finding another
replacement. The motor's five leads, 1,4,5,6,2 are shown in that order with a box around leads
4,5,6,2, and a note showing the switch needs to be a DPDT so I assume that just applies to the
boxed wires and lead one is in addition to that? If these work, I'm gonna be phyched! If they
don't I'd like to post a pic of the motor diagram and switch internal diagram showing positions
for Rev and FWD. Do I have to have a web address to do that? Pics are easy I've read over your
suggestions and saw where someone said there was an error in Paula's diagram? Then there's
a corrected schematic but thopugh I can read schematics, I can't turn them into practical
knowledge too well, and am scared of possibly smoking a relay or ceramic block solid state
relay? I've added pics to photobucked as Paula instructed via her post Thanks Paula , and
maybe that is better than words. Will her diagram work or can you guys tell me what to connect

to what? Thanks for all of the help and if no one can give more specific guidance, then maybe I
will try her diagram. My motor is not a GE but a Dayton though so Hopefully the pics will come
thru. Here goes I've tried again to use Paula's info but am still at a loss. If I have an in-line relay
that is solid state, would it be likely that I would burn it out if I connect this up wrong, which is
more likely than not since I can't draw it out? Or would a breaker or GFCI curcuit save it? Funny
how I can wire up a shop with no help but motors completely stump me! Drum Switch Diagram
Please forgive the crudeness of this wiring diagram, I just whipped it out real quick to give you
an idea of what I was talking about. I'm am no expert, but this is how I wired mine. Your switch
may be different but it shouldn't be too hard to test. Use an ohm meter to test which connection
does what. But for my switch and motor, the top and bottom contacts from side to side made
continuity in either the forward or reverse positions. These are the ones you want to use for line
1 and 2. Wire the electric into the switch first then to the motor. The center posts you should
find will swap be tween line 1 and 2. In one position one will make with line 1 and the other with
line 2 and in the other position they will be exactly the opposite. Hook a wire from each of these
center contacts and take them to the motor and connect them to the terminals that they tell you
to swap to change rotation. Now if you put your switch in forward and your motor runs the
wrong direction, just swap them around at the motor and it will be ok. This was just how mine
worked out so it may not work with yours exactly, but may give you an idea how to work it out.
The only "weird" thing I did was to run my wires in MC flexible conduit to protect them. Hope
that helps Attached Thumbnails. Oops I didn't read close enough. Mine was jsut a regular
reversible motor not an insta reverse Help needed to wire South Bend lathe Furnas drum switch
to instant reverse 1 ph motor I need more help from you smart engineer types again. I'd posted
another question from another post but think some believe I solved my problem as the
comments have stopped and maybe no one is reading it. Frankly, can't blame them! But I'm still
stuck! I'm planning to tear it down soon to repaint it and restore it to like new condition. But
right now I'd be happy to get the motor wired and am not sure that it's possible with the switch I
currently have. Can anyone tell me what motor connects go to what Drum switch contacts? Or
is this type of motor incompatable with my type of Furnas drum controller? It may also have a
relay wired in with the capacitor but of a solid-state type as I can see the edge of a white
ceramic block but can't remove the capacitor from its cover to know for sure. Guess its stuck in
there, or not made to come out? Who knows. I wish to keep the lathe in original looking
condition if at all possible. Take a look at the pics and if anyone can help, I'd be very thankful.
Since this motor is instant reverse, I'm stumped. I can wire up a shop but can't wire this motor
to save my butt. If I do this right, here are some pictures of the motor and switch modes for fwd
and rev. Thanks everyone! I really appreciate everyone's comments. Though this post seems to
have sputtered out, I wanted to thank you guys that commented! Its great to have a place to
post questions even for those that aren't that into computers. I've decided to purchase another
motor because this dang 5 lead that I have doesn't seem like it will work with my lathe switch.
Cheers everyone! Local Motor Shop? If you're having trouble and the board is out of ideas it
might be time for a trip to the local motor shop. You're in the land of the Nuclear Navy - plenty of
local folks who must know a thing or two about motors in your ZIP code. A quick search on
google found a couple in your area. Should be a lot cheaper than a new motor. Good Luck! I just
found this thread and worked out the same problem a couple weeks ago. Different switch, same
problem. The wiring diagram on the motor is throwing you, it is set as a two switch motor, one
to turn on the motor, a second to change direction. You of course could wire the motor that way
if you want, by adding the direction switch. To wire for a drum switch, forget the diagrams,
disconnect all the wires from the drum switch. With a test light, ohm meter, whatever, probe
each position, in addition to the bars that connect a left to right terminal, some are common to
the contacts below them in one direction. You should find two commons vertically, these are
the keys to the solution. You should find one bar that always and only connects the incoming
line to outgoing side fwd and rev. Next find one bar that always connect incoming L2 to
outgoing side fwd and rev and also connects in one direction only to a bar vertical to it, this is
be one dirrection, the last bar should be opposite, and would be the other direction. Thanks for
the aded suggestions, I was offline on travel status for a week and just returned. I will try this
when I can this weekend or maybe friday and report back. You only
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need one switch to run this motor. The drum switches are center off so the motor will not run
in the center position. This is what is desired and any drum switch will do this. The motor
diagram on the sticker looks very straightforward. The problem it seems to me is determining

how to wire your particular drum switch to give a double pole, double throw configuration. Most
standard drum switches can do this. It is great to see the diagram inside the drum switch cover,
but maybe if you could take a snapshot of the swtich and contacts itself, that would clear things
up a bit. Some drum switches have special contacts on the rotor, and sometimes the ones that
are the simple three pole, double throw type, have a jumper or two soldered in there, that can be
removed. Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to page:. Bookmarks Bookmarks Digg del. I agree to receive
emails from Practical Machinist containing industry news and updates from Practical Machinist
and its sponsors. You may unsubscribe at any time.

